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Let's jump straight in and go through the "Updates in Local Search" for January 2015.
1. Google dropped the Local Carousel and Bing introduced one as soon as Google dropped it.
The only thing that is at all different is the emphasis on Yelp reviews.

2. Google's carousel in most cases has been replaced by a local 3 pack that looks similar to what
we see in the mobile search result pages. In case you didn't notice, these new style packs
DON'T display the business' phone number.

3. Bing prominently displays local "Fact Answers" in response to specific queries regarding details
about local businesses. Below are some searches we tried in Bing.
Search: Keller Williams Memorial Houston Address

Search: Keller Williams Memorial Houston Hours

Search: Keller Williams Memorial Houston Phone

4. On-going Penguin updates continue to affect Google Local Pack rankings as well as
rankings in the localized organic search result pages. It’s too difficult to be able to rank in
the Local Packs any longer without doing good Organic SEO.
5. You can now create a sticky post to Pin at the top of your Google+ posts page. This is a
great new feature that enables you to leave important information as the first item people
read on your page. You make it work for you by announcing moves, promoting sales,
discounts or special events or providing links you'd like your Plus circles to click through to.
You can also include an eye catching photo in the post so that it gets the attention it
deserves. Official link - https://support.google.com/business/answer/6103831

6. User Edits made to a Google listing now prompt an automated email from Google if you're
signed into an account.
7. Facebook adds the ability to use calls-to-action on its timelines. Choose from Book Now, Watch
Video, Contact Us, Sign Up, Use App and Shop Now. Calls to action are good. Use them!
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YAHOO DIRECTORY NOW OFFICALLY CLOSED
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We’ve been hearing about the closing of the Yahoo Directory, but it is now official. However, the
new Yahoo Small Business Pages (directory) will soon be open for business. As of now, you can view
few pages but clicking on categories most often returns an error page.
Here is a message from Yahoo, to previous Yahoo Directory listing owners –
"In the coming weeks, we will upgrade your Yahoo Directory listing to a new service from Yahoo
Small Business that will include all the information that was in your directory listing and more.
Your business will have a dedicated page displaying your business name, web address, and
description. Additionally, you'll be able to login to a customized dashboard to manage your
page and submit additional content such as logos, images, and special offers. This new page
will also be optimized for SEO, helping to drive organic traffic to your site.
Your 2014 annual review fee for the Yahoo Directory will rollover to this new service at no
additional cost. To welcome you to Yahoo Small Business, we have a special offer available
now through Jan 15, 2015 for migrating Yahoo Directory customers: Yahoo Gemini is a new selfserve ad platform that helps get your message in front of millions of Yahoo users in just minutes.
Create an ad once and it will automatically be optimized for smartphones, tablets and
desktop. As a special promotion, you can use coupon code DIRECTORY to redeem a $50 credit
for Yahoo Gemini."
We will obviously keep a close eye on this and keep you updated on pricing and quality of listings
when the Yahoo Small Business directory actually opens.
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GOOGLE PLANNING TO SHOW A ‘NON-SECURE WEBSITE’
WARNING IN CHROME BROWSER

Google recently released a blog post outlining a proposal that will warn Chrome browser users when a
website they're visiting is "non-secure". At this point this is a proposal, but might soon enough be tested
and then released.

The blog post outlines the three categories websites will fall into:
1. Secure: Valid HTTPS, other origins like (*, localhost, *).
2. Dubious: Valid HTTPS but with mixed passive resources, valid HTTPS with minor TLS errors.
3. Non-secure: Broken HTTPS or HTTP.

As of now, there are no indications as to HOW the site visitors would be warned – full page warning,
pop-up, etc. However, this is evidence of what we have been saying in our previous newsletters i.e. the
importance of switching your site to HTTPS before Google starts scaring away your visitors.
Google Chrome currently has around 50% of the browser market share, which is a significant amount
of traffic to lose if you don't want to take the time to get your certificate.
Here is a great resource from Google to get started.
https://support.google.com/webmasters/answer/6073543
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GOOGLE INTRODUCES NEW ADWORDS TOOL – AD
CUSTOMIZERS

A few months ago, a new AdWords tool was introduced by Google – Ad Customizers, a tool that lets you
show highly relevant text ads to your customers, in real-time, even when you have thousands of
products, services, and promotions – all changing by the day.
What Are Ad Customizers?
Think Dynamic Keyword Insertion on steroids: Using a series of parameters, Google automatically
updates your ad, in real-time, by inserting a keyword, countdown timer, or any other information that
you want. That means you upload one ad and get nearly unlimited variations, automatically.
Benefits of Using Ad Customizers
Tailored messaging: Ads are hyper-specialized to each search or webpage being viewed.
 Time-sensitive calls to action: The COUNTDOWN function can say that time's running out to take
advantage of a promotion.
 Scalability: Customizers let a single text ad have hundreds of variations, and show the most
relevant variation to each potential customer.
 Reporting: The automatic updates that happen when an ad is triggered don't reset the ad's
You can
use Ad Customizers
in any text ad on the Google Search or Display Networks. They can be used
performance
data.
in any part of the ad except for the display URL.


Where Can You Use Ad Customizers?
How Do They Work?
Ad Customizers work using parameters that sit within brackets {like this}. These parameters get replaced
in real-time by information that you have previously designated using Ad Customizer Data,
COUNTDOWN functions, or both.
How Are The Parameters Structured?
Parameters are made up of two parts; a data sheet reference and a column reference.

What Kinds Of Things Can You Use As Customizers?
Here are the Ad Customizer standard attributes. Of course, you can add any type of data you want, but
these are the essentials.

For advertisers managing huge volume of ads, ad customizers can be especially helpful for managing
product variations, pricing adjustments and promotions at scale. Maybe you’ve been using the
countdown script in AdWords. Now ad customizers can also power event countdowns, as you’ll see in
the example below.
Here are Google provided suggestions for using Ad Customizers:

Don’t forget to use ad customizers to dynamically show your customers:
 The number of days, hours, or minutes left to ship their products in time.
 Daily discounts or promotions for your hottest deals.
 Most up-to-date inventory availability on your products, or even the number.
When you use customizers well, they give people confidence that you have what they're looking for,
as well as an incentive to buy it from you. We’re definitely looking forward to both the increased
control and hopefully the increased performance.
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WHAT YOU SHOULD EXPECT FROM SOCIAL MEDIA IN
2015

This year, BIG changes are expected afoot for the likes of Twitter, Facebook and others. With all these
updates, it can be rather difficult to predict the future of social media. With that caveat in mind, here’s
a look into the crystal ball at what we should expect from social media in 2015.
Videos are going to play a vital role in Social Media. Twitter is on the way to launch it's
version of Video ads. Many people are expecting it to be similar to "Vine" but there's no official
confirmation on this yet. On the other hand, Facebook is more focused on its newly launched Video
Ads. By these moves we can expect a year full of Videos!

Paid Media - All social Media sites especially Facebook is focusing on Paid Media rather than
organic. So now onwards if you need exposure of your business over Social Media platforms you have
to emphasize on Paid Adverting campaign in your Marketing strategy.

Can’t Get Rid of Ads - As per Facebook's new algorithm, you will see more paid content on your
timeline. Using 'Newsfeed Ads' by Facebook and 'Promoting Tweets' by Twitter, marketers
can showcase their content to the specific targeting audiences.

World of Smart Phones - It’s a known trend that people are using mobile phones as part of their
life. So Marketers are exploring the option of targeting people who are using smart phones. For
instance, Facebook Ads has come up with a special targeting option only for Smartphone users.

Apps Integration - Almost all the Social Networking sites are providing the options to promote
your mobile apps in front of your audience. Facebook and Twitter are providing special
ad segment for App Advertising.

Happy Socializing!!

